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NDF SA650 - Single Disc Opener
NDF SA650 - Immediate benefits, long term flexibility

The SA650 is fully adjustable to work in various soils Australia wide and
is customisable to cater for a wide range of needs. Whether that be
sowing with minimal disturbance, or needing considerable soil throw for
the incorporation of pre emergent chemicals, sowing canola on moisture
15mm deep, or moisture seeking chick peas 165mm deep. The SA650
and the range of options NDF offers will keep your sowing needs covered
both now and into the future.

Features of the NDF SA650 Single Disc Opener
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No grease nipples
Oil bath coulter bearing with duo cone seal
Optional NDF Press Closer for best possible seed soil contact
Gauge wheel adjacent seed boot for seed depth consistency
One touch depth adjustable in 5mm increments with indicator
Drop down gauge wheel for quick coulter changes 2 to 3 min
Height adjustable seed boot to allow for 75mm disc wear
Bolt on unitised hubs for ease of maintenance
All adjustments marked with increments
Big gauge wheel for working in soft soils
Air bags to improve units ability to follow field contours
Mud flex gauge wheel with integrated concave disc scraper
means this opener can work in wetter conditions than many tine
machines.

AU Regd Des 340833
Pat AU2007207858
Pat AU2007288106
The SA650 in action
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Bearing shown is actual size

NDF - Timeliness at sowing is key to profitability

NDF SA650 Single Disc Opener - specifications

OPENER WEIGHT - 185kg (plus options)
SOWING DEPTH RANGE - 15mm to 135mm (deeper optional)
DEPTH ADJUSTMENT - 5mm increments
DISC SIZE - 560mm (22”) worn out is 480mm (19”)
DISC THICKNESS - 8mm
GAUGE WHEEL SIZE - 550mm
DISC OPENER VERTICAL TRAVEL - 225mm
GREASING INTERVAL - Not applicable (no grease nipples)
COULTER HUB - NDF oil bath hub with duo cone seal
OTHER HUBS - NDF improved SKF unitised hub

Change the disc in 2-3 minutes

The SA650 saves time, with NDF One Touch Depth Adjustment, single
point press wheel and gauge wheel pressure adjustments, no grease
nipples meaning no daily servicing and disc change time in as little as
2 min. The SA650 will help you get more acres planted every day at
the critical times when reliability and productivity count the most!

‘Spend your time doing what you
do best, managing your business
not repairing machinery!’

NDF - Top quality components

SA650 coulter hubs are fitted with oil bath taper roller bearings,
and German mechanical face seals rated to 20,000 hrs. The depth
adjustment components are stainless steel with bronze bushes
reducing maintenance.

Increments marked on adjustments

NDF SA650 - Single Disc Opener //
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NDF SA650 - Single Disc Opener
NDF Press Closer
Good seed to soil contact = Germination

Instead of allowing both dry and moist soil to fall around the seed after it’s
placed, the NDF designed Press Closer mechanically covers the seed with
moist soil from the side wall of the trench, while simultaneously pressing
the seed. This traps available moisture around the seed reducing moisture
loss to maximise germination and yield potential. (see photo 1 and 1b)

NDF Tooth Wheel
Seed bed insulation = Moisture retention

Once the NDF Press Closer has pressed seed the NDF Tooth Wheel rakes a
layer of insulating tilth over the seed trench. This layer safeguards against
soil setting hard as a result of baking. (see photo 2 and 2b)

1) NDF Press Closer in action (see result below)

2) NDF Tooth Wheel in action (see result below)

3) NDF Double chute fertilizing (see result below)

4) NDF SA650 on the right, with a parallelogram tine machine
after 12 days tine row is still emerging (left)

Small seed tube

NDF Seed Air Diffuser

Liquid tube

Gauge tyre mud scraper

Gas tube

Rubber press wheel

NDF Double chute

The NDF Double chute system increases crop safety when using high rates
of fertilizer by placing the seed separate to the fertilizer with 20 to 25mm
of vertical separation. When dry sowing Canola you can choose to place
the seed above or below the fertilizer but when sowing into moisture the
best seed placement is achieved when the seed is placed at the bottom of
the trench below the fertilizer. (see blue seed in photo 3b)

NDF SA650 Single Disc opener - options

NDF Press Closer
Rubber press wheel (in place of standard NDF Tooth Wheel)
NDF Seed Air Diffuser with mud stop adjustable vent
NDF Double chute fertilizer system
Small seed tube
Liquid tube
Gas tube (not for use while planting)
NDF Pneumatic controlled residue manager
Precision Planting V-Drive vacuum planter box mounting kit
Oversize coulter for moisture seeking to 165mm deep
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1b) Pressed soil profile over seed  (insulating tilth removed for
clarity)

2b) Insulating tilth over pressed seed

3b) Seed and fertilizer separation

4b) NDF SA650 on the right showing superior crop establishment
achieved with the NDF at 125mm deep vs tine

NDF SA650 - Single Disc Opener //
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NDF 18-24m Narrow Fold
When you’re on the tractor pulling the NDF 24m Disc Planter
you can feel the productivity, this brings a smile to your face when
a rain event is coming, your organised, and you have the fire
power to beat the weather and get your crop in and away!
The 18-24m Narrow Fold frame gives the productivity of a
large machine, but has the maneuverability expected of a smaller
machine. NDF 18-24m is equally suited to growers or contractors
with large cropping areas in multiple locations and smaller
growers wanting to reduce the number of hours spent operating
machinery. The 18-24m can be transported on a low loader for
moving longer distances and at the same time is designed to
handle tight turns in small paddocks and fold quickly to get to
the next field.
Control Traffic Farming - improve your sustainability!

Standard with 3m wheel centres the 24m wing wheels are running
on 21m centres, so when making subsequent passes the wing
wheels run on the 12m header tram lines, perfectly suited to a
12m CTF system. 18m machine wing wheels run track on track.

Want to get your next sowing over and done with in
record time? Ask the crew at NDF for a quote and get
your machine ordered today!

NDF 24m Narrow Fold

NDF 18-24m Narrow Fold - specifications

WORKING WIDTH - 18 to 24m
TRANSPORT SIZE - 4m wide x 3m high x 18m long
(plus tractor & cart)
FOLD TIME - approx 5 min with one operator
TRANSPORT SPEED - 30 km/h
OPERATING SPEED - 10 to 16 km/h
ROW SPACING MINIMUM - 375mm (wider rows available)
WHEEL TRACK CENTRE - 3m (3.2m optional)
WHEEL TRACK WINGS - 21m (on 24m machine)
WEIGHT - 28 tonnes (24m machine 64 units)
TRACTOR HP - 400 to 600hp (24m with 64 units)
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Air cart swan hitch for easy operator access

NDF 24m Narrow Fold for transport

NDF 24m Narrow Fold Disc Planter on a 16m deck low loader

NDF 18-24m Narrow Fold //
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NDF 9-15m SA Frame
Armed with the NDF 9-15m it’s you who decides when
and where to plant!
The NDF 9m-15m machine is a strong, double bar configuration,
together with the SA650 Single Disc Openers this machine can
place the seed at a good depth, whether that be sowing the soft
black soils of the Liverpool Plains, the sand hills of the Mallee or
when moisture seeking west of Moree.
Quick turns are made possible by the fast acting lift design, the
units only takes seconds to disengage the soil and to re-engage
once the headland turn is complete, meaning more acres sown
per hour.

Control Traffic Farming - improve your profitability!

The 9-15m frame is standard with 3m main wheel centres and
the 9-12m models have been designed so the wing wheels are
running “track on track” when making subsequent passes making
them true CTF machines.

NDF 9-15m SA Frame - specifications

WORKING WIDTH - 9m to 15m
TRANSPORT SIZE - 5.95m wide x 4.6m high x 10.0m high
(plus tractor & cart) Narrow centre option 4.5m wide (9m only)
TRANSPORT SPEED - 50 km/h
OPERATING SPEED - 10 to 16 km/h
ROW SPACING MINIMUM - 250mm (wider rows available)
WHEEL TRACK CENTRE - 3m (4m optional)
WHEEL TRACK WINGS - 9 to 12m (depending on working width)
WEIGHT - 16.5 tonnes (12m with 36 units)
TRACTOR HP - 280 to 360 hp (36 units)
Air bag down force control system
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NDF 14cfm hydraulic drive air compressor

NDF 12m Disc Planter on a 13m low loader with deck wells.

NDF 9-15m SA Frame //
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NDF 9-15m SA Frame
NDF Contour Special option

When the NDF 9-15m frame is equipped with the NDF Contour
Special option, the wings are able to twist, allowing the machine
to follow contour banks closely. The machine performs as well in
contour country as it does on the open plains.

Narrow centre frame option

Available for machines 9m and under the narrow centre frame
is ideal for smaller machines. When folded the transport width
is less than 4.5m wide where as the standard centre is 6m wide.

Hydraulic lift dolly option

The hydraulic dolly is recommended for improved road clearance
if your machine is fitted with the optional NDF Residue Managers,
this is handy for travel on roads with high crowns.

Hydraulic side shift option

This option allows the row units to be offset for inter-row sowing
without shifting off your tram lines. With side shift on one gang,
inter-row sowing of double the width row spacing is achieved.
For inter-row sowing of each row, side shift needs to be added to
both gangs, also one additional planter unit is required.

NDF 12m Frame folded for transport

NDF 9-15m SA Frame Options

NDF Contour Special option

Narrow centre frame (9m and under only)
Hydraulic lifting dolly
Hydraulic row side-shift (non active)
2m, 3m or 4m front main front frame wheel centres
3m or 4m main frame rear wheel centres
Contour Special wing twist
Various hitches to suit all types of air carts
Double and single chute head kit options

Hydraulic row side-shift
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4m main frame wheel centres

NDF Disc Planters can be configured to suit all air carts

NDF 9-15m SA Frame //
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NDF Factory Narromine

NDF is a privately owned Australian company founded in 2001 by Dale Foster. The design and
manufacturing plant is located at Narromine in central NSW.
Our goal is to produce the best disc planters money can buy, and one that can pay its way by
giving your crops the best possible start.
Making 95% of the components in-house ensures the best quality control and product flow
possible. This along with continuous design improvement is key to the success of NDF Disc
Planters in a market dominated by cheaper imports.
We welcome growers to visit the Narromine factory and see the NDF Disc Planters being built.

PROUDLY AUSTRALIAN MADE
NDF factory with 18m Narrow Fold
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NDF Getting Results

What NDF operators are saying on Twitter

Delivery - Training - In field set up - After sales service
NDF can deliver your new Disc Planter if required, to unload the machine we need a 250hp or larger tractor on 3m wheel
centres or dual wheels fitted, no crane required for unloading unless the machine is on the optional 4m centres.
When we deliver the machine NDF delivery staff will run through basic machine operation and go through the operators
book with you. When the delivery crew leave you will be able to make the final air cart connections and do some fertilizer
application or plant a test block so you have the basics sorted and you will be in control come planting time.
We acknowledge buying a new machine is a learning curve so when planting time comes and you have some questions
about the finer points of the row unit setup, we will come back and do follow up training and assist in fine tuning the
machine as needed.

Mark Day @woodleafarms 3/12/13
‘Yep I think they are a good
investment gives higher crop safety
and clear seed rows. See pic.’

Alister Murdoch @
agronomist....15/05/15 ‘NDF left
Primary Sales right, Big difference in
amount of moist soil on the surface.
Similar disturbance below ground.’

‘Demoing an NDF seeder on sprayed
out vetch stubble. Doing a good job
at 15 km.’

‘NDF at work doing what it’s meant
to do. #stubblehugger’

‘Great roots on cereal rye on crap
sand.’

‘Canola doing good for the amount of
rain around!’

Mark Kentish @Markkentish1 14/05/15

Mark Kentish @Markkentish1 4/06/15

NDF sowing through 14 tonne rice
stubble. Wet as a shag. Doing great
job. Didn’t change settings from dry
land.

@farmingfitz 12/06/13

‘10mm rain overnight. Crops
are advancing well. Pic Zero-till field
peas sown into wheat stubble.’

Customer service utilizing
the NDF charter plane
operated by Air Bush Charter.
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Steven Wolter @WolterSteven 29/05/15

@farmingfitz 9/05/15

‘Are NDF built solid? Hell yes!‘

Follow NDF on Twitter @dale_ndf

@farmingfitz 10/05/15

‘This is where it hit the bar.
#hardlyscratchedit!’

NDF - Twitter //
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Phone - 02 6889 7211
Email - sales@ndf.com.au
Web - www.ndf.com.au
Lot 404 Sungift Avenue
Narromine NSW 2821

PROUDLY AUSTRALIAN MADE
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